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All the salt in the ocean would cover the 
entire earth to a depth of 112 feet. 

[ 10 CIllNTS A COpy 
13;00 A 1l'IllAR. 

Salt in sea and on land.-Yearly production in the United States. 157,267,544 ,tons of sodium are annually ponred into the sea. Of this amount., 77� percent is 
common salt. 

KAGlUTUDE OF THE SALT IND118T:&Y.-lSee page 470.] 
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els, both for demonstration before an auditorium and 
for self-instruction. 

Fig. 5 represents a model in which the distribution 
of strains in an arch is illustrated for different loads, 
and with different abutments, one of the abutments 
being free to rotate round an axle and to move in a 
horizontal direction. This horizontal motion can· be 
counteracted by the weight H (Fig. 7), and the rotation 
by the weight G; the former thus representing the hori
zontal thrust and G the torque of the abutment. Both 
the horizontal displacement and rotation can be com
pletely eliminated by arresting the abutment with 
the aid of suitable weights. Demonstration with this 
model could, for instance, be performed in the follow
ing manner: 

The arch is first suppotteu by a simple center liable 
to be lowered, while being loaded either by its own 
weight alone, or by an additional effective load of 
approximately uniform distribution (Fig. 3), thus 
illustrating the fact that all springs are by no means 
compressed uniformly, a lined arch being liable under 
certain conditions even to show some fissures; though 
with the actual shape and load of the arch there may 
be ascertained a curve of pressures which practically 
coincides with the central line of the arch. 

It may even be shown that any moments of deflec
tion obtaining in the arch (that is, any departures of 
the line of pressure from the central line) are mainly 
due to the elastic shortening of the arch, these mo
ments being the greater as the ratio of the thickness 
of the arch to the pitch is greater, any arch in con
nection with which this ratio does not assume too 
small a value, being in reality something intermediary 
between an arch and an imbedded girder. and the 
girder action being the more predominant as the 
shape of the arch approximates that of a girder. If 
now a sufficient amount of weight be added in H, to 
prevent any displacement of the abutment, the stop 
being loosened, H will correspond to the horizontal 
thrust after an elastic elongation of the arch in the 
case of rigid abutments. By shortening the arch, an 
identical effect to an increase in the distance of abut
ments will be brought about. By increasing H, the 
abutments can be made to approach to one or other, 
the elastic shortening of the arch being compen
s!1ted and uniform strains being produced in all the 
sections of the arch. It is also seen that the hori
zontal thrust decreases with the elastic elongation 
of the arch. It will now be readily understood in 
what manner the influence of the yfelding of abut' 
ments can be illustrated: Each given weight H and 
G, the load remaining the same, will correspond to a .. 
given displacement or distortien, and· the. latter. in 
turn will influence in a given D,lanner the di�tribution. 
of strains ip. the arch. In the case of a, lined arch 
(Fig. 4) fissures can be p!odiIc�d,. with a,\given load, 
at the crown, at will, either on the top or below, by 
simply increasing or decreasing H. The influence of 
the most different loads can likewise be shown for 
the most varied arrangements. of" abutments, and. the 
influence of transverse forces is_readily illustrated by. 
the relative displacement of the rigid parts. 

The model represented in Fig. 6 is mainly intended 
for illustrating the. fact that a structure, from .the 
statical point of v�ew, always exerts its effects as a 
who!e, . the actual strain on any part of the structure 
being� d.ependent 0;0 those to., which the remaining 
pal,'ts are submitted.' If the upper parts of the sup
ports, (walls ) be splidly reinforced; the roof·,structure 
will rest on abutments, capable of only relative dis
placement, and according as the joints are hinged or 
clamped fast, a given distribution of strains will be 
obtained with a given load. The distribution of strains 
will � be, susceptible· to alteration both in the. main 
t�uss of a roof and in the supports, if the stiffening 
0' the abutments being withdrawn, the elastic alter
ations in the shape of the supports are allowed to 
lllake . themselves felt. 

Another model designed by _ Mr. Carlipp is. repre
s�nted in Fig. 8. When calculating a str:uctu�e, the 
secHon of which has sides of different length (walls, 
bridges, girders, etc.), t�e . load being approximately 
c�ncentrated, incorrect results are obtained· if! the sec
tions are supposed to rj3main plan�. The. model rep
resented in Fig. 8 now 'i�lustrates 'with a. given. drpp 
of loads, the distribution. of· strains. illlilidet the strue-.. 
t�re and the pressure �i'�ried o� the ·soil. 

• .  , 

Girders, etc., in which the effect of transverse forces 
is manifested separately, tpat. is. to say, by ,a· vertical 
as well as by a hor�zo}ltal ml,ltual·displacement of,the 
rigid parts, can be cpm bined in a similar. manner to . 
that illustrated,in Fig.S ... 

Even. in cases. which are not· at. all susceptible to 
Cal�ulat·ion. such, as" that oJ; plates. resting 0;" non'\lni
form:ap.utmen,ts . (e. g., ,triple ab;1;ttments) s,uch a mQdel' 
wi�h a,llow, the distribution of farces. to, be ascertained 
f�r r �y: ll?ad. � 

Simple. girders. can be cppstructed- in.·8., manner. 
quite Similar to the'arch in Figs.'5 a�d·7: being de�
onstrated for the most various arrangements of abut
ments (isolated on two abutments wholly or partly 
Imbedded, continually resting on supports of equal or 
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Ul:equal height) and under any conditions of load. 

While all the possible cases cannot obviously be 
demonstrated in the case of technical instruction, even 
a limited number of demonstrations will doubtless fit 
students to acquire an appropriate conception of the 
phenomena of elasticity obtaining in connection ,with 
real buildings, instead of being content with mechani
cal calculation. Teachers will be able to use such 
demonstrations, as a basis of general instruction of a 
kind which is apt to be neglected in the ordinary 
theoretically mathematical courses, while even ad
vanced students will avail themselves of certain mod
els to complete their knowledge of the statical condi
tions of structures. It will even be possible to con
struct models immediately imitating a given struc
ture to be erected, so as to afford an absolutely cor
rect gage of the actual distribution of strains. 

In order to illustrate the distribution of stresses in 
homogeneous bodies, all the springs shouI'd obviously 
be of the same thickness, being submitted to the same 
strain. In order to allow this result to be readily ob
tained, the springs are connected with the rigid parts, 
by a simple device, allowing the springs to be tight
ened or loosened, or even exchanged at a moment's 
notice. 

MAGNITUDE OF THE SALT INDUSTRY. 
Sodium chloride or common salt is one of the most 

useful substances in the world and one of the most 
necessary to the hllman economy. Salt was first used 
as an aliment at the period of transition from the 
nomadic pastoral life to a more sedentary and agri
cultural life. Salt puts in motion the secretion of the 
stomach and furnishes it with some of its constituent 
parts. The material for the chlorine compounds of the 
gastric juice comes primarily from the salt of our food. 

In any attempt to compute the relative abundance 
of the chemical elements we must bear in mind the 
limitations of our experience. Our knowledge of ter
restrial .matter extends but a short distance below the 
surface of the earth, and beyond that we can only in
dulge in speculation. The atmosphere, the ocean, and 

.a thin shell of solids are, speaking broadly, all that we 
can examine. For the first two layers our information 
is reasonably good, and their masses are approximately 
determined; but for the last one we must assume some 
arbitrary limit. The real thickness of the lithosphere 
need .not be considered; but it seems probable that to 
a depth of 10 miles below sea level the rocky material 
can not vary greatly froIl). the volcanic outflows which 
we recognize at the surface. This thickness of 10 
ID:iles, then, represents known matter, and gives us a. 
quantitative basis for study. A shell, only 6· miles 
thick would barely clear the lowest deeps of the ocean. 

The volume of the 10-mile rocky crust, including the 
mean elevation of the, crntinents. above the sea, is 
1,63 3,000,000 cubic miles, and to this material we may 

assign a mean density not lower than 2.5 nor much 
higher. than 2.7. The volume of the ocean is put at 
3 02; 000;000 cubic miles, and Prof. Frank Wigglesworth 
Clarke. in his valuable "Data o,f Geochemistry," says 
he has. given it a density of 1.03, which is a trifle too 
high. The mass of: the atmosphere, so far 3.SI it can 
be determined, is equivalent to that of 1,2 68;000 cU,bic 
miles of water, the. unit of density. Combining. these 
data, we get the following expression for the composi
tion of,t�e known matter of our globe: 

Density of crust .............. 2.5· 
Atmosphere .......... per cent 0.03 
Ocean ............... per cent 7.08 
Solid crust ........... per cent 92.89 

100.00 

2.7 
0.03 
6.58 

93.39 

100.00 

In short, we, can regard the surface layer of the 
earth, to a depth of 10 miles, as consisting very near�y 
of,93 per ,cent. solid and 7 per cent liquid matter, treat
ing ,the,atriiosphere' as, a small correction to be applied 
when needed. The figure thus assigned to the ocean 
is probably a little too high. but its adoption mak-es 
an allowance for the fresh waters.of the.globe, which 
ar� too small in.' amount to be estimable. directly. 
'I'heir insignificance lll-ay be inferred fr?m the fact 
that, a. section of tl1;e 10-mile crust having ,the.s�rface 
area of;the United States represents only.abQut L5 per 
cent of the entire,mass of matter, u,nder .consideration. 
A quantity of water. equivalent to. 1, per. cent of, the 
ocean, or 0.07 per. cent of the m$ltter now under . con
sider!l:tion, would cover_all the land·a,reas of-the .. globe 
to the. d.epth of 290 feet. Even. the mass of· Lake Su
perior thus becomes a. negligible. quantity .. 

The composition of.the ocean. is. easily., determined 
from the data given by Dittmar. in. the report of the 
"Challenger " expedition. The maximum salinity ob
served by him amounted to 3 7.3 7 grammes of salts in 
a. kilogram�e, of water, and by taking this figure in
stead· of a.lo�er average value we can allow for .sjl.Unr 
masses inclosed within the solid crust of the earth, and 
which would not otherwise appear in the final esti· 
mates. Combining this datum with Dittmar's figures 
for the average c�mposition of the oceanic salts" we 
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get the second of the subjoined columns. Other ele
ments contained in sea water, but only in minute 
traces, need not be considered here. No one of them 
could reach 0.001 per cent. 

Composition of oceanic Composition of ocean. 
salts. 0 ................. 85.7' 

NaCl .......... . . , .. 7 7.76 H ................ 10.61 
MgCl. .............. 10.88 Cl ................ 2.01 
MgSO. ............. 4.7 4 Na ............... 1.14 
CaSO ... . . .. . . . . .  1" 3.60 Mg ............... .14 
K.SO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.4 6 Ca ................ .05 
MgBr. ............. .2 2·K .. '" .. .. .. .. ... .04 
CaCO. ....... . . . . . . . .3 4 S ................. .09 

Br ................ .008 
100.00 C ................. .002 

100.00 

It is worth while at this 'point to consider how large 
a mass of matter these oceanic salts represent. The 
average salinity of the ocean is not far from 3.5 per 
ce:lt; its mean density is 1.02 7, and its volume is 
3 02,000,000 cubic miles. The specific gravity of the 

salts, as nearly as can be computed, is 225. From 
these data it can be shown that the volume of the 
saline matter in the ocean is a little more than 4,800, 
000 cubic miles, or enough to cover the entire surface 

of the United States, excluding Alaska, 1.6 miles deep. 
In the face of these figures, the beds of rock salt at 
Stassfurt and elsewhere, which seem so enormous at 
close range, become absolutely trivial. The allowance 
made for them by using the maximum salinity of the 
ocean instead of the average is more than sufficient, 
for it gives them a total volume of 3 2 5,000 cubic miles. 
That is, the data used for computing the average com
position of the ocean and its average significance as a 
part of all terrestrial matter are maxima, and there
fore tend to compensate for the omission of factors 
which could n,ot well be estimated directly. 

The facts that we can estimate, with a fair ap
proach to exactness, the absolute amount of sodium 
in the sea, and that it is added in a presumably con
stant manner without serious losses, have led to vari
ous attempts toward using its quantity in geological 
statistics. The sodium of the ocean seems to offer us 
a quantitative datum from which we can reason. That 
is, if all the sodium in the sea were derived from the 
decomposition of igneous rocks, a shell of the latter 
one -third of, a mBe thick would supply the entire 
amount. An allowance for the sodium retained by the 
sedimentaries would increase this estimate to half a 
mile, which is the largest amount possible. All con
ceivable corrections tend to diminiSh the figure. A 
stratum of igneous rock, one-half mile thick and com
pletely envelo'ping the globe, would furnish all the 
sodium of the ocean and the sediments. Joly, by a 
similar 1.l1'0cess of reasoning and in part from the same 
data, has sought to compute the geological age of the 
earth since erosion commenced. From Murray's esti
mate concerning the discharge of r�vers Joly deter
mines that 157,2 67,54 4 tons of sodium are annually 
poured into the sea. At this rate denudation of the 
land would require a period of from ninety to one hun
dred millions of years in order to. make up the oceanic 
quantity of sodium. By applying certain corrections 
the figure is, red.uced to eighty or ninety millions. of 
years as the, time which has· elapsed since' water . con
densed upon the globe and aqueous "denudation began. 

It is not necessary to enter into the details of these 
and other similar calculations, for they can only be 
regarded as tentativ.e and preliminary. They do, how
ever, indicate certain possibilities and show how de
sirable it is that we should increase the accuracy. of 
our .data. When we.know more. precisely .what,chemi
cal· work is being done by the rivers, with annual 
averages for all of the grllater continental streams, we 
may have materials for something like a fair measure 
of" geological· time. Our present knowledge on this 
subject is too incomplete and too unsatisfactory. 

, In . 1907 the quantity of salt produced in the United 
States was .29,7 04,1 2 8  barrels of 2 80 pounds, valued at 
$,7,4 39,551; s�ys W. C. Phalen, expert of the Geological 
Survey. 

F;or . cpnvenience salt is classified according to the 
gxades. by .which it is sold by the producer, the grades 
being determined by the amount of refining, the math
o,ds . employed in refining, and the purposes for which 
tjle, Salt is used. These grades are: "Table and 
dairy," "con;unon. fine,". "common coarse,", "packers," . 
"solar," ·"rock," "m,illing,"· "brine," and "other grades." 
�he "table and· d,airy ". salt includes extra fi.ne and 
fancy. grades prepared for family use, and all, grades 
artificially. dried, used for butter and cheese making 
and· such special brands. Under "common fine ", salt 
are included, all other grades of fine salt of first qual
ity not artificially dried, such as those known to the 
trade as, "C. F.,"· "No. 1 F," "anthracite," etc. "Com
mon coarM" salt includes all grades coarser than 
"common fine " made by artifi,cial heat, such as "steam 
coarse," "No. 1 coarse," ,"pan solar," "G. A.," "Live'rpool 
ground," "C. C.," etc. By "packers " salt is meant those 
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grades prepared for the purpose of curing fish, meats, 
etc. "Coarse solar" includes all coarse salt made by 
solar evaporation. "Rock" salt includes all salt mined 
and shipped without special preparation. "Mill" salt 
is that used in gold and silver mills, and "other grades" 
includes all low-grade or No. 2 salt used in salting 
cattle and for fertilizers, track purposes, etc. "Brine" 
includes all salt liquor used in the manufacture of 
soda ash, sodium bicarbonate, sodium hydrate (caustic 
soda), and other sodium salts or brine sold without 
being evaporated to dryness. 

Production of salt by grades in the United States 
1907, in barrels: 

Table and dairy salt . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 
Common fine salt . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 
Common coarse salt . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . 
Packers salt .................... . 
Solar salt ....................... . 

'Rock salt ....................... . 
Other grades . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . .  
Brine' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . . . .  

3,537,157 
7,684,638 
2,055,054 

422,324 
, 862,929 

5,809,328 
110;227 

9,222',471 

Total production, barrels . . . . . . . . . . .  29,704,128 
Value . ................ .. . . . . . . . . .  $7,439,551 

In 1894 salt was placed on the free list and impor
tations increased to 434,155,708 pounds in 1894 and to 
520,411,822 pounds in 1896. In 1897 salt was again 
made dutiable, and salt in bags, barrels, or other pack
ages is subject to a duty of 12 cents per 100 pounds 
(33.6 cents per barrel) and salt in �ulk is taxed 8 
cents per 100 pounds (22.4 cents per barrel). The 
duty on imported salt in bond used in curing fish 
taken by licensed vessels engaged in fishing and in 
curing fish on the navigable waters of the United 
States or on salt used in curing, meats for export may 
be remitted. 

The imports came from the United Kingdom, Italy, 
British, West Indies, and Spain, named in the order 
of ' 'importance. From these four sources over 90,'per 
cent of both quantity and value of the imports were 
derived. 

The exports of salt of domestic production from the 
United States in 1907 was 61,603;422 pounds, valued cat 
$232,195. Most of this salt 'went to' Cuba, Canada, 
Mexico, and Panama. 

In the following table the statistics of' saff production 
in the principal salt-producing countries of the wo�id 
in 1906 are shown as far as statistics' a.re availabie. 
The production of Turkey is not included. The in
dustry in'that country, as in Austria-Hlmgary,<'is 'a 
government monopoly, with n o  statistics'-of production 
published. No statistics are available from Russia 
since 1903. 

1906. 
1906. 
1906. 
1906. 
1904. 
1906. 
1906. 

World's Production in Short Tons. 

United States . . . . . ...... 
United Kingdom . . . . . . . .. 
France ......... . . . . . . . .. 
German Empire . . . . ... . .. 
Japan . .. .. . . . . . . . . . ... . .  
Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . . .  
Austria . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . 

Quantity. 
3,944,133 

.2.201.293 
1.496.923 
2.059.096 

773.776 
586r4�4 
414.465 

Value. 
$6,658,350 

2.900.983 
4.198.329 
5.000.823 
4.852.049 
1,119.786 

.' 9 .717.ni4 

Our graphical illustrations really explain themseives. 
Thus our upper engraving shows' all the saJtof the 
oceans thrown up on the land and 'sea. it would .cover 
the entire earth to a depth of 112 feet or well above 
the' roof of the Capitol' at Washington. The neit 
comparison shows the per capita consumption' of' the 
Frenchman 9 pounds. the Englishman 13 pounds,' and 
the' American 11 pounds. Then' follow the two cones 
of salt, that in the sea 4.800.000 cubic miles and 
325.000 cubic miles for salt on the land.' Little wonder 
that Mont Blanc appears as a mere speck. The last 
comparis�n is the yearly production of salt In 'the 
United States. which shows a tidy little barre' 700 
feet high a:ld 500 feet in diameter at its widest point. 
Truly' the small condimentC of our table presents' an 
enormous mass in the aggregate. 

.. 4 .... 
In th'J rebuilding of the Quebec Bridge. it is said 

that the engineers who have been retained by the 
Dominion government will consider the advisability 
of providing for at least ten feet 'more headroom from 
the water than existed under the former structlire. It 
may be remembered that the height of the old Quebec 
Bridge was 150 feet above high water. and that the 
Montreal Board of Trade feared that'this would pre
vent the large ships of the future frOIn passing up 
the' river to Montreal. The height aavocated by' the 
Montreal Board of Trade was 190 fe'et. �hich. however. 
can only be obtained at a cost which' is regarded as 
prohibitory. The 'tallest masts now arriving in"Mon
treal are those of the Allan' 'liner "Vi1'giniaIl':: Wj:r{ch 
are' of a height of 141 feet. 'Under the old Quebec' 
Bridge these would have passed 'with' itine' feet-'to 
spare. But the masts of the "Empress' "�f Britain" 
and' the "Empress of Ireland." of the Canadian Pacific 
line. are 154 feet high. and for these it would have 
been necessary to await the ebb of the tide if they 
wished to pass under. 

Scientific American. 

CURIOUS FACTS ABOUT NUMBERS. 

To the Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN: 
The theorems given in the article on "More Curious 

Facts About Numbers" in last week's issue of the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN are not new. but merely special 
cases of Fermat's theorem. This, well-known proposi� 
tion is usually stated: If p is a prime number. and x 
is any integer, n t a multiple of p. then xP - 1 = 1 
(mod. pl. or ' 

mP-1-1 is divisible by p, (1) 
i t  easily follows that for any integral value of x 

mP -x is divisible by p. (2) 
For mP-x=x (xP-1_1), and either the first or the 
second factor of the right'member is divisible by p. 
(Throughout these deductions p is supposed to repre
sent a prime number.) 

In regard to dIVisibility. the writer of the "Curious 
Facts about Nunibers" obtained three results. viz.: 

1. mT-m is'divisible by 7, and m"-mia' divisible 
'by 13. ' "  

2. w· --:31 is divisible by 2. 5. 7. and'13. 
3. Either x" + 1 or ,x" -1 is divisible by 11. 
The first results represent simpiy two spebial cases 

'of (2). viz .• the cases p;= 7. and p = 13. but, (2) is 
true for any other prime value of p. T hus. numbers 
of the form af -x can be divided, by 2. those of the 
forin af -- 31 by 3. x" -31 by 5. etc. Or. to illustrale 
concretely: 2"-2 can be divided'by17. 11aT-lllly 
37. etc. 

The' second' result can be deduced by factoring 
m"-� , 

w"---<m=x (x"-1) ( x"+ 1). and 31 (x"-1) is a 
multiple of 7. hence 31"-31 is a multiple of 7. Simi
larly, by considering that 31 (x·�l). ,31 (af-1). and 
31 (31 -1) are factors of the given expression, it fol
lows that 5. 3. and 2 are divisors of mlS_m� Hence 
all numbers of the form xlS -31 are divisible by 2. 3. 
5. 7. and 13. a more complete result than the one given 
by Mr. Springer. It is clear that this method may 
be applied to all numbers of the form mP -31, since 
mP -31 can always be resolved into .factors. Thus. 
x'" -x may be considered a multiple of the following 

'expressions: x (xOO-l). 31 (x12 - 1) ,"m (itO-1). x (x" 
-1). x (x'-1). x (x·..;....l). and·m (x:--i). and hence 

'numbers of the, form'x"'''-- 31 are divisible', by 61. 31/13. 
11. 7. 5. 3. and',2. , 

The third result. is also a special case of, Fermat's 
, theorem,' for according to (1)' we have 
, , " , ',' x,o";""l is divisibie' by 11. , 'or (x" -1) (x" + 1) is, divisible by,' 11. i.. e., either 
x·,�l. or ,x" + 1 is dh;isible by l� .. 'In general, slil,ce 
p is an odd'number ( excepting p= 2)/p':':"': l' is' even, 

p-1 " , 
and ---"is an integral number. ' Therefore 

2 

�P':'1 -'1 = (m� -1 ):G�� +'1). 
, Hence, acco�(ling to (1) i (l-j-l,,- 1 ) '(x�+ 1') is 

di-visible by p, and since p is prime, either mY - '1, or 
x � 1 + 1 is divisible by p. Thus 316 ± 1 is divisible by 

13, 31 i 4 ± 1 is divisible by 29, etc. 
Finally it may be said that the formulre for integral 

values of a. b, and' c, satisfying the equation a' + b' 
= c2 are very old. and quite generally known. They 
can be easily obtained"bt' t�e general methods of solv
ing indeterminate equations of the second degree . 

" , ARTHUR SCHULTZE. 
New York'University, November 25. 1908, 

. ' ....... --

P A:DEFENSEJOF TIlE WRIGHT SYSTEM OF PROPELLERS. 

, To 'thEl'EditQr of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 
, L �ay� read', fro!? time to .t,ime cti�icis.ms of various 

,detal1s' of' the' Wnght machIne, partIcularly as to the 
use' oj'twin propellers. Tlie: unfortunl\.te accident at 
Fo'rt' Myerhas in most"cases;been'used;' as'a strong 
argument agains! th�in. , " ' , 

It strikes me that it is about time that someone had 
something to say in' defense ,of this' feature. I was 
personaily a, witness of tlie accldenfand' ftilly believe 
that tIie real immediate cause of' the accident was the 
breaking of the rear rudder' and' its gear. 

To be sure. this was caused by one of th-e propellers 
stri king a guy-wire. which held tbfl top·strut in place; 
but"it is extremely probable that'if'a single propeller 

. or' tandem' propellers had been'.in use the' re�ultant 
injury to the rear rudder would have been the' same 
iea rear rudder guy had projected in the path of the 
single' propeller. To '. understand how, this injury' to 
the rear rudder caused the accident it is well to con
sider just how the warping of the planes in conjUnc
tion with the rear rudder is used to maintain' tlie 
transverse stability and also to make turns. 

If the rear of the right wing is depressed a certain 
amount. the rear of the left wing raised a corresiiond
ing amount. and the plane forced straight forward. 
then. as the angle of incidence of the right wing is in
creased and that of the left wing diminished. the 'right 
side of the' plane will tend to rise. However. when 
this' is done (1. e .• the wing warped) the head resist
ance' of both planes is increased -- a -certain ampUI'!.t. 
and if we consider the planes alone a,nd leave out/of 
the question the forward movement. it will be',seen 
that. uuder the circumstances. the planes will tei:uf to 
turn to the right under the resistance of the air and 
the force of gravity, �lf we move our rear' rudder' to 
steer the planes to' the left. then we can overcome the 
tendency, to move to the right caUl'led by the warpmg 
of the planes, , In this case the right side of. the plane 
will be tilted UP. if the plan,e is'moving through still 

,ai�;, pr this m.ovllment' call be pse£!. to: cQunteract: a 
tentlency ,to overturn', tP-!l\ plJ!,nes tpp�e, right caused 
by a strong gust of wind coming from the left. 'In 
turning to the left the rudder is used. and the planes 
are tilted so as to incline the machine to the inside 
of the curve in a similar manner to that in which' a 
bicyclist inclines his wheel in rounding a curve. 

My theory of the accident is as follows: Most of 
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the turns during all the flights of' Orville Wright were 
made to the left. This of course would tend to stretch 
the left-hand rudder stays. The accident happened 
just as a turn was being made or about completed. 
It is probable that Mr. Wright was about straighten
ing up for a straight run. To do this he would need to 
steer to the right. which would slacken the left rud
der guy and ,cause it to sag hI the path of the left 
propeller with disastrous results. both the propeller 
and the rudder being put out of commission. For a 
time the right-hand propeller continued to turn. and 
this tended to tilt and steer the machine still further 
to the left. 

Naturally. even after the power was turned off. the 
response to the warping of the planes was slullJgish, 
and the machine lost headway owing to the increased 
head resistance caused by the warping. The result 
was to cause it to pitch forward. by reason of the 
change of the center of pressure caused by the loss of 
forward motion. ' Before the longitudinal balance could 
be regained tlie machine' struck the ground. 

. An examination' of any of the pictures of the Ina
chine: after the accident will show the broken'rear 
rudder. As all witnesses seem to agree on the fact 
that the machine struck the' ground head on,'a very 
cursory examination' of the pictures will convince 
any thinking person' that the damage to the rear': rud
der, could not have beEm caused by the machirle stl'ik;-
ing the ground at that end. . ' 

. The slight mishap'to Wilbur Wright in which one' of 
his chains broke goes to prove that the loss, of' the 
propelling effeCt of one of' the propellers is not in 
itself enough to cause a serious accident. since' he 
easily came to the ground without any damage' to the 
machine or passenger. In fact the turning effect' was 
probably much stronger in his c;tse than in that of 
Orville Wright. since there was part of the left pro
peller blade in action which would tend to counteract 
that of the other. 

Twin screws have certain advantages on boats. and 
these are very much accentuated on aeroplanes. In 
the first place there is with single screws a tendency to 
tip the plane sidewise in the opposite, direction in 
which the screw turns. which effect is entirely' neutra.-, 
lized with twin screws. 

Furthermore a screw shows much more efficiency 
at low than at high speeds. The practical limit of the 
diameter of the screws is about the distance between 
the planes. Hence by using two' screws instead of on�. 
the thrust will be double4 simply by doubling tIie 
power. The real lesson to be'learned from the accident 
is not ,that twin propellers must be discarded. bUt' that 
brac.es,on' any tiiie, of airship must be so, aITanged 
tha,t�it':is impossible' fo r them to come in contact with 
tH:�···bliiQ,es,.of. We screws. ' Santos Dumont l�ariied' this 
very early in, his experiments wjth dirigibles. , 

One 'correspondent' criticised: the use' of" a ( chain 
drive a;nd'advocatetthe' use of bevel gears. 'It 'if! prob
able thii£'no one reaUzes more than the Wrights them
selves' that' their', machine ',has many shortcomings in 
min9r',details. The"fact.' niust fie borne in miIid that 
the'Wrig'li1:s' were ',not persons of. unlhiIited 'means, 
and' natJiraIli theichose the methods which were the 
least exvetlsive and likely ,to"give' the resuItf!waiit�d. 
It'is probable that the eha1n drive as used by' them 
costs less than a tenth of what even a passably good 
bevel drive would have cost and gives service that 
could' oniy be surpassed by a bevel drive of the very 
best design. workmanshipl and material. ., , , . The Wright machines' of to-day are but copies of, a 
successful experimental ma,chirie and as such naturally 
lack many of the mino� refinements which are bound 
to come When the machine bec.omes a regular manu
factured article. How,eve!:. even 'in its present form it 
would seem to be capable' of winning most of the prizes 
offered for various feats' of'av-iation. 

Boston. Mass .• December. 1908 . 

. ' 

'HAROT,D S. BROWN. 

The Current Supplement� 
To many 'a' man who has had to do with electric 

currents in some forni'or other. the question has riSen. 
either in his own ·inind while at work. or in some:dis
cussion with' a friend: "What' does direct" current 
meaIl? ' What is the difference between' a direct" cur· 
rent and an alternating current?" Mr. S. A. FletchEir 
states the' difference very simply-and clearly in': 'the 
opening article of the' current SUPPLEMENT. No. 1721. 
One of the' features of the' Dayton meeting of the Ohio 
Society' of' Mechanical. ,'Electrical. and Steam Erlgi. 
neers was' a discussion of� the� relative 'me'rits of"tJ;ie 
steam and gas engine. ' That discussion is sunimarized. 
Italian naval architects have suggested the use of'con
crete"as an"armor" for';warshipS. What it costs to 
break anLAtlantic 'steamship re�ord is set forth. fG: H. 
Bryan gives a very succinct account of aeronautIc,prih. 
ciples.',nr." Andrllw'Wilson' writes on the human; eh
gine;'hi �hich he�carries nut the idea that a good:::m:any 
analogies exist between inachines of man's making 'and 
his oWn body. i�Concrete �'is ll.dmirably adapted� for 
many purposes 'upon' the modern' country "estate. .It 
may be sui£essfuHt usedlly"tlie iaborer' with' fa'ir'�in. 
telligence under' proper supervision. Mr. Linn-; White 
in a very exhaustive article, gives carefully 'worked
out'detaiis of 'the' manner' in-which mate�ial 'riIay� be 
thus used. "'An interesting article describes two r'e
markble sense organs. one' of which' is a therinoscopic 
eye, '. and' the other a light-projecting eye. 

At Bolthead, on the Devonshire coast.' a wireless 
station has just been opened by the postmaster-general 
of 'the' Britt'sh post office. This' station' is intended 
to establish �ommunication with ships at sea. It is 
stated that this is the first of a series of similar sta
tions which are to be maintained by the post office 
throughout' Great Britain, 
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